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SYNOPSIS
On 30 December 2021, a helicopter Eurocopter AS 350 B3, registered PK-ODB, conducted
an unscheduled flight from KM 7 Helipad, which was located on radial 190 about 4 Nm (on
coordinate of 4° 55’ 1.70” S; 139° 28’ 10.41” E) from the Nop Goliath Airport, Dekai,
Yahukimo, Papua to Tanah Merah Airport, Boven Digoel Regency, Papua, Indonesia.
The filed flight plan to Dekai, the helicopter was planned to fly from KM 7 Helipad to Camp
67 Helipad then to Camp 99 Helipad and to Tanah Merah and stop.
The Camp 67 Helipad located on radial 090 about 38 Nm from KM 7 Helipad (on coordinate
of 4° 57’ 6.11” S; 140° 6’ 20.30” E) and the Camp 99 Helipad located about 1 Nm on radial
290 from the Camp 67 Helipad (on coordinate of 4° 56’ 44” S; 140° 05’ 18.7” E).
About 0630 UTC (1530 Local Time (LT)), the helicopter departed from KM 7 Helipad with
the destination of Camp 67 Helipad. On board in this flight was one pilot, one engineer, one
passenger and about 420 kg of cargo. About 5 Nm to the Camp 67, the pilot recognized that
the area surround Camp 67 and Camp 99 were covered by the high dense clouds but the
terrain was still visible.
About 1550 LT, the helicopter landed at Camp 67 Helipad. The passenger disembarked and
some of the cargos were unloaded. Afterward the helicopter continued the flight to the Camp
99 Helipad. The pilot noticed that the weather was raining and the visibility around Camp 99
still good. The distance from Camp 67 Helipad to Camp 99 Helipad to was about 1 Nm.
A moment later, the helicopter landed at Camp 99 Helipad. The investigation received a video
footage taken by the local people, showing that during the helicopter landing at the Camp 99
Helipad, the weather was heavy rain. The video footage showed that after the helicopter
landed, without engine shutdown, the rest of the cargo unloaded from the helicopter. After
unloading the cargo finished, two passengers embarked and no cargo loaded to the helicopter.
The helicopter stayed about 2 minutes at Camp 99 Helipad before continued take off.
About 1600 LT, the helicopter departed from the Camp 99 Helipad in the heavy rain
condition. During climb, the pilot observed that the weather was deteriorated and decided to
turn right to land at Camp 67. Suddenly the pilot felt the helicopter sinking then impact.
On 1605 LT, the Tanah Merah Air Traffic Service (ATS) reported that the helicopter was lost
contact.
The helicopter found by local people and the crash site was about 0.56 Nm (straight line) from
the Camp 99 Helipad, on coordinate 4 56’ 48.60” S; 140 5’ 51.60” E, with the elevation of
about 750 feet. All occupants were seriously injured.
The investigation is ongoing and in this preliminary investigation report, KNKT issued safety
recommendation to the aircraft operator.
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FACTUAL INFORMATION

1.1

History of the Flight
On 30 December 2021, a helicopter Eurocopter AS 350 B3, registered PK-ODB,
conducted an unscheduled flight from KM 7 Helipad1, which was located on radial
190 about 4 Nm from the Nop Goliath Airport, Dekai2, Yahukimo, Papua Indones to
Tanah Merah3 Airport, Boven Digoel Regency, Papua.
Refer to the filed flight plan to Dekai, the helicopter was planned to fly from KM 7
Helipad to Camp 67 Helipad4 then to Camp 99 Helipad5 and to Tanah Merah and
stop.
The Camp 67 Helipad was located on radial 90 about 38 Nm from KM 7 Helipad and
the Camp 99 Helipad is located about 1 Nm on radial 290 from the Camp 67
Helipad.
About 0630 UTC (1530 Local Time (LT)), the helicopter departed from KM 7
Helipad with the destination of Camp 67 Helipad. On board in this flight was one
pilot, one engineer, one passenger and about 420 kg of cargo.
About 5 Nm to the Camp 67, the pilot recognized that the area surround Camp 67
and Camp 99 were covered by the high dense clouds but the terrain was still visible.
About 1550 LT, the helicopter landed at Camp 67 Helipad. The passenger
disembarked and some of the cargos were unloaded. Afterward the helicopter
continued the flight to the Camp 99 Helipad. The pilot noticed that the weather was
raining and the visibility around Camp 99 still good.
A moment later, the helicopter landed at Camp 99 Helipad. The investigation
received a video footage taken by the local people, showing that during the
helicopter landing at the Camp 99 Helipad, the weather was heavy rain. The video
footage showed that after the helicopter landed, without engine shutdown, the rest of
the cargo was unloaded from the helicopter. After unloading the cargo finished, two
passengers embarked and no cargo loaded to the helicopter. The helicopter stayed
about 2 minutes at Camp 99 Helipad before continued take off.
About 1600 LT, the helicopter departed from the Camp 99 Helipad in the heavy rain
condition. During climb, the pilot observed that the weather was deteriorated and
decided to turn right to land at Camp 67. Suddenly the pilot felt the helicopter
sinking then impact. On 1605 LT, the Tanah Merah Air Traffic Service (ATS)
reported the helicopter was lost contact.

1
2
3
4

5

The Kilometer 7 (KM 7) Helipad is located on the radial 190 about 4 Nm from Dekai will be named as KM 7 Helipad for
the purpose of this report. The coordinate of KM 7 Helipad is 4° 55’ 1.70” S; 139° 28’ 10.41” E.
The Nop Goliath Airport, Dekai, Yahukimo, Papua Indonesia will be named as Dekai for the purpose of this report.
The Tanah Merah Airport, Boven Digoel Regency, Papua, Indonesia will be named as Tanah Merah for the purpose of
this report.
The Camp 67 Helipad is located on radial 90 about 38 Nm from KM 7 Helipad will be named as Camp 67 Helipad for
the purpose of this report. The coordinate Camp 67 Helipad is 4° 57’ 6.11” S; 140° 6’ 20.30” E on the elevation of about
700 feet Above Mean Sea Level (AMSL).
The Camp 99 Helipad located on radial 290 about 1 Nm from Camp 67 Helipad will be named as Camp 99 Helipad for
the purpose of this report. The coordinate Camp 99 is 4 56’ 44” S; 140 05’ 18.7” E with the elevation of about 650 feet
AMSL.
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1.2

Injuries to Persons
Injuries

Flight crew

Passengers

Total in
Aircraft

Others

1
-

3
-

4
-

-

1

3

4

-

Fatal
Serious
Minor
None
TOTAL

All persons on board were Indonesian.

1.3

Damage to Aircraft
The aircraft was substantially damage.

1.4

Other Damage
There was no other damage to property and/or the environment.

1.5

Pilot Information
Gender

: Male

Age

: 42

Nationality

: Indonesia

Marital status

: Married

Date of joining company

: 15 April 2021 (the pilot was employed by
Dimonim Air and fly under the joint operation
agreement with PT Airfast Indonesia)

License

: CPL/H

Date of issue

: 10 November 2008

Aircraft type rating

: AS 350, BO-105

Medical certificate

: First Class

Last of medical

: 15 July 2021

Validity

: 15 January 2022

Medical limitation

: holder shall wear corrective lenses

Last line check

: 15 April 2021

Last proficiency check

: 14 April 2021

Flying experience
Total hours

: 3,199 hours

Total on type

: 2,102 hours

Last 90 days

: TBA

Last 30 days

: 24 hours 42 minutes

2

Last 7 days

: 15 hours 48 minutes

Last 24 hours

: 3.7 hours

This flight

: 3.7 hours

1.6

Aircraft Information

1.6.1

General
Registration Mark

: PK-ODB

Manufacturer

: Airbus Helicopter

Country of Manufacturer

: France

Type/Model

: AS 350 B3

Serial Number

: 4595

Year of Manufacture

: 2008

Certificate of Airworthiness
Issued

: 9 February 2021

Validity

: 8 February 2022

Category

: Normal

Limitations

: None

Certificate of Registration

1.6.2

Number

: 2865

Issued

: 10 February 2021

Validity

: 9 February 2024

Time Since New

: 4210.3 hours

Cycles Since New

: 12478 cycles

Last Major Check

: 144 months inspection (5 February 2021)

Last Minor Check

: 150 hours/3 months inspection (22 December
2021)

Engines
Manufacturer

: Turbomeca/Safran

Type/Model

: Arriel 2B1

Serial Number-1 engine

: 46204

▪ Time Since New

: 3431.1 hours

▪ Cycles Since New

: 5874.5 cycles
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1.6.3

Main Rotors
Manufacturer

: Eurocopter

Type/Model

: 355A

Main Rotor-1

: 48021

▪ Time Since New
Main Rotor-2
▪ Time Since New
Main Rotor-3
▪ Time Since New
1.6.4

1.7

: 371.0 hours
: 48062
: 360.5 hours
: 48074
: 370.5 hours

Tail Rotors
Manufacturer

: Eurocopter

Type/Model

: 355A

Tail Rotor

: 24582

Time Since New

: 359.9 hours

Meteorological Information
The weather report for Papua area as reported by Badan Meterologi, Klimatologi,
dan Geofisika (BMKG – the Agency of Meteorology, Climatology and Geophysics
of Indonesia), on 30 December 2021 at 0700 UTC (30 December 2021 at 1600 LT),
showed the high-density clouds at the accident area as shown in the figure below:

Figure 1: The satellite image of weather condition at the accident area
There was no weather observation in the Camp 99 Helipad. The aircraft operator
utilized local personnel in the Camp 99 Helipad to report the weather condition in the
vicinity of the Camp 99 Helipad.

4

About 1500 LT, during the flight preparation in KM 7 Helipad, the pilot received the
weather information of Kampung Kawe from the charter agent/owner of the cargo
which stated that the weather of the Kampung Kawe was good. The Kampung Kawe
is located on radial 140 about 4 Nm from the Camp 99 Helipad.
The video footage taken by the local people at Camp 99 Helipad, showed that during
the helicopter landing at the Camp 99 Helipad, the weather was heavy rain.

1.8

Aids to Navigation
There was no available navigation aid or the chart for the Camp 99 helipad. The
operator utilized a handheld Global Positioning System (GPS) as a navigational
support.

1.9

Communications
The aircraft was equipped with Very High Frequency (VHF) radio communication
systems. The pilot used the VHF radios for routine communication with Air Traffic
Control (ATC).
There was no communication system available in the Camp 99 Helipad for the
purposes of traffic communication. After departure Camp 99 Helipad, the pilot had
not made radio communication.

1.10

Aerodrome Information
The Camp 99 Helipad located on the coordinate of 4 56’ 44” S; 140 05’ 18.7” E.
The helipad was not a registered helipad and situated on a limited space with the
dimension of about 5 × 5 meters. The Camp 99 Helipad is shown in the figure below.

Figure 2: The Camp 99 Helipad

1.11

Flight Recorders
The aircraft was not fitted with a flight data recorder nor cockpit voice recorder.
Neither recorder was required by current Indonesian aviation regulations.
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1.12

Wreckage and Impact Information
The location of the crash site was about 0.56 Nm (straight line) from the Camp 99
Helipad, on coordinate 4 56’ 48.60” S; 140 5’ 51.60” E, with the elevation of about
750 feet. The aerial view of the helicopter is shown in the below.

Figure 3: The aerial view of the helicopter.
The helicopter rest in upright position with the cockpit roof was collapse as shown in
the figure below.

Figure 4: The rest position of the helicopter.
The detail wreckage and impact information will be described in the Final Report.
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1.13

Medical and Pathological Information
The medical examination to the occupants stated as follows:
1. The pilot experienced trauma in the head and suffered backache.
2. The engineer experienced laceration on the left forehead.
3. All passengers had some laceration on the body. One of the passengers had
fracture on the left shoulder while the other passenger experience backache.

1.14

Fire
The sign of burn at the engine cowling area was found as shown in the figure below.

The sign of burn at the
exhaust and the
external engine
cowling area.

Figure 5: The sign of burn on the near engine area
This evidence confirmed as reported by the witnesses that during the evacuation of
the occupants, they saw a fire on top of the helicopter. The fire was self-extinguished
during the heavy rain.

1.15

Survival Aspects
After the helicopter was reported lost contact on 1605 LT, the Indonesia Search and
Rescue Agency (Badan Nasional Pencarian dan Pertolongan/BNPP) at Tanah
Merah assembled the rescue team.
The distress signal of Emergency Locator Transmitter (ELT) 406 of the helicopter
was confirmed by the Local User Terminal (LUT) of Indonesia Search and Rescue
Agency head quarter in Jakarta.
According to the two witnesses who lived near the crash site, they heard the sound of
helicopter flying and curious of the sound of helicopters flew above them but then
the sound disappeared. According to the witnesses, it was not common that the
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helicopters flew on that track. One witness stated that when the helicopter sound was
dissipating, at the same time there was a thunder so it could not be sure whether the
helicopter had flown over or crashed. When the rain subsides, one of the witnesses
heard a sound like a helicopter engine but then the sound was covered by the rain
which became heavier. A moment later when the rain subsides, the sound emerged
and they smell burning wire.
The witnesses decided to check the source of the sound by following the smell of
burning wire. When they reached on top of a hill the smell became stronger. Shortly
after, they saw smoke and approached it then they recognized that the smoke was
coming from the exhaust area of the helicopter which then extinguished by the rain.
The witnesses met with two helicopter occupants near by the helicopter and the
occupants stated that the pilot was still in the cockpit and one passenger was missing.
The witnesses recovered and evacuated the pilot. One of the witnesses moved all
three occupants to an area below the accident site and made a temporary camp while
the other witnesses went to the Camp 99 Helipad to inform the accident and ask for
assistant.
While proceeding to the accident site, the witness and the local people from Camp 99
Helipad recovered one of the passengers on the top of a hill about 30 meters from the
crash site.
All occupants evacuated to the Camp 99 and stayed overnight.
On 31 December 2021, using a helicopter, the evacuation team arrived at the Camp
99 Helipad and all of the occupants were rescued to the hospital in Tanah Merah.

1.16

Tests and Research
Any test and research information will be included in the final report.

1.17

Organizational and Management Information
Aircraft Owner
Aircraft Operator
Address
Operator Certificate

: PT Airfast Indonesia
: PT Airfast Indonesia
Jl. Marsekal Suryadarma No. 8 RT 004 / RW
: 007, Kelurahan Neglasari, Kecamatan Neglasari,
Tangerang - Banten 12730 Indonesia.
: AOC 121-035 valid until 10 June 2022

The aircraft operator operates two Boeing MD82, three Boeing MD83, two MIL17
helicopters, two AS 350 B3 helicopter (including the accident helicopter), two Bell
412 helicopters, three DHC-300, four DHC-400 and two Embraer 145.
The weather minima for helicopter operation were stipulated in the company
procedure of Airfast Herchu Contract SOP AS350-B3 PK-ODB Operations Tanah
Merah6 in chapter 2.14.17 as follow:
6

Airfast Herchu Contract SOP AS350-B3 PK-ODB Operations Tanah Merah is a contract Standard Operating Procedure
(SOP) in the agreement between PT Airfast Indonesia with PT Herchu Air Transport. The purpose of the SOP is to
ensure all operations of the helicopter in the specified area are conducted in safely and efficiently by highlighting special
operationg conditions imposed by PT Airfast Indonesia or by PT Herchu Air Transport.
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2.4.17 Weather Minimum
The Pilot in Command is the final authority regarding weather minimums and flying.
The PIC shall consider terrain, availability of landing areas, and current weather
patterns when making his decision. The following information is intended as
guidelines to help the pilot make those decisions.
•

Minimums: 1/2 nautical mile (1 km) visibility and clear of clouds.

•

In mountainous areas the pilot must not allow himself to become trapped in a
valley without a place to land in the event the weather deteriorates. This may
mean departing an area in good weather when the ridge lines close in.
NOTE: The importance of pre-planning a flight and having known a safe
landing area available which are achievable, particular with possible
deteriorating weather conditions is essential.

1.18

Additional Information
The investigation is continuing and KNKT plans to complete the investigation within
12 months since the day of the occurrence. Should any further relevant safety issues
emerge during the course of the investigation, KNKT will immediately bring the
issues to the attention of the relevant parties and publish as required.

1.19

Useful or Effective Investigation Techniques
The investigation was conducted in accordance with the KNKT approved policies
and procedures, and in accordance with the standards and recommended practices of
Annex 13 to the Chicago Convention.
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2

FINDINGS
Findings are statements of all significant conditions, events or circumstances in the
accident sequence. The findings are significant steps in the accident sequence, but
they are not always causal, or indicate deficiencies. Some findings point out the
conditions that pre-existed the accident sequence, but they are usually essential to the
understanding of the occurrence, usually in chronological order.
According to factual information during the investigation, the KNKT identified
initial findings as follows:
1. The pilot held valid license and medical certificate.
2. The helicopter held the valid Certificate of Airworthiness and Certificate of
Registration.
3. There was no aircraft system abnormality reported prior the occurrence.
4. During the flight preparation, the pilot received the weather information from the
charter agent/owner of the cargo that at Kampung Kawe, which located 4 Nm
from the Camp 99 Helipad, the weather was good. The video footage showed the
weather condition during landing and takeoff at Camp 99 Helipad was raining.
5. During climb, the pilot observed that the weather was deteriorated and intended
to divert to Camp 67 when suddenly the pilot felt the helicopter sinking then
impact.
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3

SAFETY ACTION
At the time of issuing this report, the Komite Nasional Keselamatan Transportasi
(KNKT) had been informed of safety actions resulting from this occurrence by PT
Airfast Indonesia as follow.
1.

Rotary Chief Pilot issued notice on 5 January 2022 to all pilots in regards to
weather and precautions to raise awareness flying over hilly or mountainous
terrain.

2.

Assemble internal investigation team and perform hazard identification & risk
assessment that lead by QSHES (Quality, Safety Health, Environment &
Security) Department.

3.

Issued safety recommendations based on information revealed during Internal
Investigation Report no. AFI/008/12/2021 dated 28 January 2022, as follows:
a. Operations Dept. to provide pilots with comprehensive weather at
remote/isolated area and to remind all pilots, that when the weather is below
minima, to reschedule the flight until the weather permits.
b. Operations Dept. to consider utilizing an FOO/ Operations Control functions
in remote or isolated area to support and provide the Pilot in Command, but
are not limited to the necessary information for the safe conduct of the flight
(such as weather, NOTAMs, current satellite weather image etc.).
c. Operations Dept. to review and update the Operations Manual Vol.2G
AS350 B3 and Training Program, covering Adverse Weather Operations and
train the pilot in simulator to exercise Non-normal Procedure and maneuver
which cannot be safely performed on aircraft during training such as wind
shear recognition and recovery technique.
d. Operations Dept. to rehearse the pilots' skill in analyzing and recognizing
weather phenomena over hilly or mountainous terrain, cloud types, decision
making, threat and error management during pilot recurrent training 2022.
The detail of Hazard Safety Recommendations could be found in appendixes
of this report.
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4

SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
The Komite Nasional Keselamatan Transportasi (KNKT) acknowledged the safety
actions taken by PT Airfast Indonesia and considered that the safety actions were
relevant to improve safety, therefore KNKT did not issue safety recommendation.
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5

APPENDICES

5.1

Hazard Identification & Risk Management Process
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